
[Opening Slide] Greetings and thanks
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In the presentation on ethnic groupings in the Sunnybank District Iam considering a much larger area than the focus of immediateSunnybank area, which is the postcode area of 4109, the mapimage on the right-hand side.
The reason why we need to consider the larger regional picture ofthe old Sunnybank District on the left-hand side, plus the old areasof Coopers Plains District, the northern areas of the old BrownsPlains District, and the eastern areas of the Eight Mile PlainsDistrict, is that both migrants and Australian-born, who resided inthe surrounding suburbs shopped, go to church, eat-out, visitfriends, go to the cinema, attend a social club, caught the train orbus, attend school, or worked, within the whole region.
The ABS data I will be presenting are from the community profilesof postcodes of 4109, plus 4108, 4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4115,4116. These are the locations which circle around the purple areaon the right-hand side and including the Sunnybank area.
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This presentation is in three sections. I will look at the earlier period of1885-1918, considering the ethnic groupings in Queensland andSunnybank District. Then I will look at the more recent period of 1948-2011 in considering the ethnic groupings in Queensland and SunnybankDistrict. The final section will drill down into the statistics of ethnicgroupings for the Sunnybank District and surrounding suburbs for theperiod 1996 -2011.
Two important points which I need you to keep in mind during the wholepresentation.
First, migrants do become Australian citizens..
Secondly, as a result of this fact, we are looking at recently-arrivedmigrants and Australian citizens who identify as having been a particularethnic background’.
We must be careful not to falsely align the issue of ethnicity andcitizenship, which is what the far right of politics does.
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Unintended by the English-dominant Queensland colonialgovernment, large numbers of Irish migrants were arriving inQueensland in the late nineteenth century.
What is happening in the Sunnybank area during the latenineteenth century is part of the pattern of the greatemigration from Europe to countries in the southernhemisphere, primarily to Canada and United States, and toAustralia and New Zealand.
The Queensland government, at this time, is also supporting amigration program in Scandinavian countries, Norway,Sweden, and Denmark.
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In the midst of the migration from Europe, there are also smallnumbers of Chinese migrants living in the region.
The Chinese migrants are mostly market gardeners. There isno doubt in Australian and local histories that the Chinesemigrants are not welcomed.
Here the local government, the Yeerongpilly Divisional Board,are responding to complaints about Chinese gardeners takingwater from the local creek.
This is not an isolated incident, and the harassment, based oncommercial rivalry in the local produce industry, continuedinto the twentieth century.
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It is important to note that Chinese families did not disappearfrom the local community in this era, even though theircitizenship was not recognised, much like those in the localAustralian Aboriginal community.
In fact, one of significant points to make, when we come toconsider Asian migration to the area in the latter period, isthat the Chinese enclave in Sunnybank is over a century old. Itgoes back to the resilience of the Chinese market gardeners,facing not only the destruction of their produce by floods, asseen in this newspaper story, but also facing the hostility oflocal farmers, who were often migrants from the UnitedKingdom and Europe.
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By 1918, when the Mount Gravatt Cemetery opens, themajority of large land-owners in the Sunnybank area aremigrants from England and Scotland. Along with thosefarmers, the majority of farm labourers in the Sunnybank aremigrants from Wales and Ireland.
Many of the street names in the old parts of Sunnybank Hillsand Sunnybank are from English and Scottish landmarks. Themain road through the heart of the Sunnybank area,McCullough Street, is named after William McCullough, a Scotand local farmer.
Note that the major route through the region, Kessels Road, isnamed after Nicholas Kessels (c. 1850-1926), a Dutch migrantand a local councillor in the Yeerongpilly Divisional Board andShire Council from 1887 to 1925. He was Chairman in 1892.
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After World War I we have the long era of the narrowattitudes towards immigration policies, foreign cultures, andto migrants themselves. It was period of isolationism, and itcame to an end at the conclusion of the Second World War.
In the 1960s the White Australia Policy collapsed, and we alsohad a renaissance in Australian nationalism which challengedthe presumption of assimilation to a British ethos.
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One important factor in the creation of a cosmopolitan society hasbeen the Australian refugee program which goes back to the late1940s.
The 1970s saw the overthrow of general xenophobic attitudestowards Asian migration with one of the largest refugee programs inAustralian history.
Between 1975 and 1985, Australia took in around 95,000 Indochineserefugees from Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
However, the 1980s saw heated debates on Asian migration acrossthe country, and the new century has seen a massive global refugeedisaster with a great deal of uncertainty about Australia’s response.
The important point here is that overall the refugee program hadreached out to different ethnic groupings, and included those from
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across the continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa
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In this snapshot of the 2011 Australian census we can seethat, among those alive in 2011 and captured by the census,large numbers of migrants have been arriving into the countrysince 1972.
In 2011 5 million Australians were born overseas, roughly aquarter of the Australian population of 22.34 million.
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In the Sunnybank area, including Sunnybank Hills, Robertson,and Macgregor, you can see a dramatic rise in the proportionof those not classified as citizens at a given year.
Usually, but not necessarily so, those who are not counted ascitizens are recently arrived migrants.
It is important to note, though, that many of those migrantswill become Australian citizens in time, and that Australiancitizenship for more than half a century has included largenumbers of those whose ethnicity is beyond the UnitedKingdom and Western Europe.
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As we drill down in the numbers for our local areas, we willsee a very complex and diverse picture of ethnic groupings,one that defies the simplistic nonsense of those who expressalarm at ‘Asian migration’ into the Sunnybank area.
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I have structure this last section from the lowestrepresentation of ethnicity to the largest. In terms of the ABSdata, it can only be done by considering migrant backgroundsand that does not match exactly to ethnic groupings. Mostcountries are not ethnically homogenous, and where peopleemigrated from does not always indicate the ethnicity. A goodexample is those emigrating from South Africa, a countrywhere emigration usually meant Afrikaner, from pastexperience, but it can no longer be presumed.
Nevertheless, nationality is a measure of one kind of ethnicity,and a good place to start is the area of absence. We are oftenblinded by the immediacy of the present, that we fail to seethe gaps. Thus we have here a list of those from particularcountries who have not ended up residing in particularsuburbs. Hence we can say that there is no representation ofethnic groupings in these cases.
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Similarly, there are in certain locations across the Sunnybank District and surrounding suburbs, very small numbers, one to ten, of those from particular countries settling into the area.
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Before looking at what are the largest ethnic groupings in theSunnybank District, we need to get a sense of the ABS migrantdata for the area which shows the mid-range; that is, they arenot the largest groupings, but neither are they absence or verysmall numbers.
Over the next five slides, I am going to level downwards fromthe highest ethnic grouping numbers in the mid-range to thesmallest.
Hence, below the four largest ethnic groupings in the district,soon to be revealed, those from Vietnam come next, and thenthose from Hong Kong.
The thing to look for in the next five slides is how the numbersvary from area to area, and where there is a large ethnic clusterin one place, the numbers will drop dramatically in other places.
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Next to those from Korea, and then from Malaysia….
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Then to those from India, and then from the Philippines….
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Next is those from Fiji, and then from South Africa…
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Finally, we can just the last ethnic groupings of the mid-range,where there are at least 100 persons from that country in onepostcode area.
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The largest single migrant group in the Sunnybank area arethose who came from the People’s Republic of China (6.5 %).
Quite surprising, though, given anxiety from some sections ofAustralian society, is that migrants from the United Kingdomremain one of the largest groups in the local region.
In fact UK migrants, as a proportion of the local population ofthe Algester-Parkinson area, roughly equal the proportion ofChinese migrants in the Sunnybank area.
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Furthermore, the Chinese migrants in the Sunnybank areahave only recently been the single largest migrant, andmigrants from New Zealand and the United Kingdom have alsobeen dominant groupings within the last two decades.
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We must also remember that migration patterns in the localareas are not static.
Looking at the period of 1994 to 2011, the migrant populationin the local region appeared to peaked around 2006, with aslight increase of those persons with ‘mainland’ Chinesebackgrounds, living in the Algester-Parkinson area.
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The decline or stabilising in migrant numbers in the local areascan also be seen in the Runcorn and Eight Mile Plains,dispelling a false perception of these suburbs being dominatedby an increasing influx of Chinese migrants.
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When we go back to the 2011 census snapshot we see what ishappening is a matter of localized migrant enclaves, and thatcan vary greatly between postcode areas. There is no doubtthat the Sunnybank is a Chinese conclave, and that Runcornhas a lightly larger Chinese migrant grouping. However, innear-by suburbs linked to the district, such as Algester, thepopulation of Chinese migrants is much smaller.
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We can tell the same story, using the same the 2011 censussnapshot, but looking at the longer pattern of migration fromthose who lived in the area in 2011. Here is the representationof migrant backgrounds from before 1941 to 2005, for theSunnybank area.
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We can compare the same measure to the Algester area.
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And also compare the measure to the Runcorn area.
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The result of this diverse and varying groupings of those frommany different countries is that we have created a moderncosmopolitan society, one where can learn to live together inpeace with liberty and prosperity.
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